
Your All-In-One 
Threat Exposure Management Platform

Uni5 Xposure

The Uni5 XPosure platform empowers Security teams with a unified, in-depth view of their assets, vulnerabilities, 

misconfigurations, security findings, and likely threats via our built-in scanners. Further, the Uni5 XPosure platform makes this 

rich intelligence actionable with AI-powered vulnerability prioritization, automated patching, breach and attack simulation, 

and bi-directional ITSM integration. Collaborate in-platform with all stakeholders from SecOps, ITOps and DevSecOps to 

streamline remediation. Track pentesting workflows and integrate all findings. Ultimately, close the loop on risk management 

with customizable strategic, operational, and tactical reports for all interested stakeholders.

 

Uni5 XPosure is available in multiple deployment options (on-premise, cloud) with unmatched scalability and seamless 

deployment. We empower you with centralized security risk management, accelerating remediation cycles, and significantly 

reducing technical debt, all while staying one step ahead of emerging threats to bolster your cyber resilience.

Features

Uni5 Xposure is an All-In-One platform purpose-built to control threat 
exposure and enable true end-to-end risk-based vulnerability management.
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Total Infrastructure 
Scanning

Out-of-the-Box, detailed scanners 

to conduct and manage security 

assessment for Code, Containers, 

Infrastructure, Web, Mobile 

Applications, Cloud assets

Discover, Fingerprint, and Analyze 

the exposure of  your organization’s 

internal and external digital footprint 

with our OOTB scanners and by 

Integration.

Cyber Asset Attack 
Surface Management

AI-based prioritization based on 

enhanced  parameters: exploitability, 

attack vectors, patch availability, 

geography, vertical, ease of 

exploitation,   vulnerability age, asset 

criticality, and compensatory controls. 
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Security Assessment & 
Penetration Test 
Management
Initiate, orchestrate and manage 

security assessments; automate 

internal and external pen test 

through a single dashboard for full 

findings visibility and control.

Proactively identify , test and fortify 

your  defense controls by intelligently 

running attack simulations, and 

thereby reducing the risk of successful 

cyberattacks.

Remediation Validation & 
Security Control Testing 
(BAS)

Collaborate through integrated collaboration 

platforms on all findings; generate customizable 

reports to integrate intuitive findings from your 

analytics dashboard, including asset health scores, 

risk scores, remediation progress and more.

Collaboration & Reporting 

Control your threat exposure with 

continuous testing, patching, and 

asset health tracking  

Master threat intelligence, response, and asset security. 

Tailor your defenses based on critical threats, high-risk 

vulnerabilities, and more. Test and strengthen your security 

measures, identifying hidden vulnerabilities and control 

gaps. Monitor asset health, automate patching, and foster 

cross-functional collaboration.

Bring your tools and vulnerability data 

into one place to action on your critical 

security priorities and reduce risk

Consolidate your security tools and data for streamlined 

action. Benefit from out-of-the-box scanners and robust 

integrations with Asset Management, ITSM, Vulnerability 

Scanners, and Patch Management tools. Simplify your 

security operations and reduce risk comprehensively.

Eliminate siloed tool sprawl, 

security assessment sprawl, and 

critical risks

Simplify your security landscape and minimize risks. Our 

platform offers scalability, an intuitive interface, 

continuous asset discovery, and comprehensive 

vulnerability management. Test, prioritize, and remediate 

vulnerabilities across various domains while aggregating 

critical intelligence. Collaborate seamlessly on security 

workflows.

Eliminate manual spreadsheet 

processes, generic data, and 

intelligence blind-spots

Ditch manual processes and blind spots. Our platform 

provides a unified hub for security assessments with 

AI-driven risk prioritization. Access continuous threat 

intelligence, rich remediation recommendations, and 

DevSecOps with out-of-the-box Code Scanning, SAST and 

DAST. Facilitate efficient collaboration and reporting for 

pentesters.

Remediation &  
Workflow Orchestration

Integrate your ITSM and Patch 

Management tools of choice to 

escalate, manage, track and 

streamline remediation workflows 

between SecOps and ITOps. Verify 

patches and stay on top of 

unforeseen issues.

Leverage 42,000+ patch intelligence data points from 

HiveForce Labs to enrich remediation options, or 

leverage built-in IoCs where patches aren’t available 

to reduce organization’s threat exposure.

Patch & IoC Intelligence

Key Benefits
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